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For a business reading to give greater insights to coaches about their businesses, 

I use this 11 card spread, along with an extra Oracle Card chosen from the Goddess 

Oracle Cards deck by Doreen Virtue.  I will cover the reason for the Goddess card 

further on. 

Each position has a very distinct meaning and it is that layout that will give you 

indepth information in relation to your particular question. 

To begin any tarot reading you must have a very clear concise question.  

Do not be vague like “What does the future hold for my coaching business?” 

Ask a specific question that you need to know most. 

Common questions I work with for clients are: 

- which products and services to focus on

- which client attraction strategies to choose

- which opportunities will be the right ones

- how your target market are actually seeing you

- what's your blocks to abundance 



Here’s more explanation of the 11 positions and what they mean in regard to your, 

or that of your client’s coaching business.

POSITON ONE:  

This card reflects the situation in regard to the question you are asking. Look at 

both the inner and the outer situation of the present moment that the individual 

finds themselves in.  

POSITION TWO: 

This is the challenge that the situation has. It may be causing obstruction or conflict 

from moving forward. It’s not necessarily negative always, but it is what is stirring 

things up.

POSITON THREE: 

This card shows what is out in the open. In the world of coaching, it’s the surface 

matter, the obvious. It’s where most people stop looking. 

POSITION FOUR:

As coaches we know there’s always more than the surface level. Here we start 

looking for deeper insights. This card shows you what’s at the core of the matter. 

The root of the problem. Often this card comes as a surprise because you, or your 

client, will be focusing on the surface matter. 



It is this card in particular that is deep in the subconscious and must be brought 

into awareness. There may be some resistance around accepting this card, yet when 

you or your client do, greater insight is given. 

POSITION FIVE: 

This is the Past Influences. It’s the energy that you have been in previously, and are 

now moving from. It can be anywhere from a few weeks ago, up to 12 months ago. It 

tells you what has been going on in the recent past. 

POSITON SIX: 

On the flip side, this card foretells what energy you will soon passing in to. It’s the 

Forthcoming Influences and what will soon manifest within your life. It’s not a long 

term forecast, but a description of what energy to expect in the next few weeks to up 

to 6 months. 

POSITION SEVEN: 

Where One Finds Yourself is this card, and it’s an extension to the position card 

Situation card. Will give you more inside to how you, or your client, is dealing with 

the situation. 

POSITION EIGHT: 

How your Target Market See You. This card is going to give you some of the greatest 

insights into how your target market and prospective clients are seeing you. 



It often surprises because we often don’t see ourselves how others see us. You’ll 

either love what you find out here or you’ll realise that you may need to make some 

shifts. If you are asking about a particular product you’d like to create, it will give 

you information on how it will be received by your market. 

It’s important to know that what this cards shows does not necessarily mean it’s the 

truth of who you are. It’s the view of others, and we know that can differ greatly to 

how we see our self. Yet its important information for you to know the view of us or 

our service. 

POSITION NINE: 

The next step to how your target market see you. This card will tell you How Your 

Target Market Need to See You.  What else do they need to see in you to know you 

are the coach for them? What’s the energy they want from you to vibe with the 

most?  How do you need to position your service or product so they flock to it? 

POSITION TEN: 

The card of Hopes and Fears. As a coach, we know that there often can be some self 

-sabotaging going on. And if there is, this is where you’ll find it. This card will show 

your hopes around your situation, and also, what you may be fearing also. You’ll 

have to dig around here, but so often, the very thing we hope for and want, we also 

have some fears attached to it as well. 



POSITION ELEVEN: 

The Final Outcome. There is never really a ‘final’ to anything, but this card will 

tell you the most likely outcome to you situation and the question you asked. It is 

generally the natural growth of what we are going through up to a period of 6 – 12 

months, and where it will go if we don’t alter or change the way we are responding 

to it. This outcome can be altered if we change our direction from the information 

we have received in the tarot layout.   

For every client, I also draw ONE card from The Goddess Guidance Oracle Card 

Deck. 

The card tells me the Goddess ENERGY my client must bring out from within to 

achieve her desired outcome. 

It follows the principle that we have everything we need within is. Yet often, we hide 

it, so this card will tell me what are the qualities and energy that my client must 

bring out and growth with. 

You may not have this oracle card deck. My suggestion is to use a oracle card deck 

that has meaning to you, to give you that one last added piece of insight to your 

tarot reading for your coaching business. 





Now you are able to work with the exact same tarot layout that I use for every 

coaching client and change maker who comes for me for insights and guidance 

around their coaching business.  

I’ve been able to turn my alignment with the Tarot, into a vital part to my coaching 

business that draws leads, creates conversions, and attracts many of my best 

coaching clients who purchase my higher end coaching programs, and who become 

consistent amazing clients who stay with me for the long term rather than short 

term. Such is the business abundance my affinity with the Tarot has brought me on 

a commercial level. I’ve been able to trust and use the Tarot as a Super Client 

Attractor for my coaching business and you can too. I call it Big Sexy Business 

Magic.0

To work with the Tarot as a super client attractor for your coaching business there 

are two aspects you must master; 

First, you need to be able to interpret the tarot freely and that means, without 

having to refer to the guidebook.  

I have found that the best information comes when I put aside the guidebook that 

comes with my tarot cards. Yet, you may find that you’re still stuck having to utilise

the guidebook to define the meanings of your tarot cards. 



And it’s faltering and blocking your intuitive guidance flow, and looking very silly 

in front of your tarot client.  

It’s extremely difficult to remember EVERY one of the 78 tarot cards. 

So I’ve created a very simple method to understanding the tarot cards that is easy 

and accurate. You’ll never have to reach for your guidebook again. You’ll be able to 

access your intuitive knowing quickly and easily for every card that appears. 

Secondly, you must know what and how to offer your tarot reading skills to your 

target market in a way they will eagerly jump off the fence and buy. 

(Without turning off your market and having them abandon you in droves because 

you’re too out there or ‘woo woo” for them to understand). 

I’ve spent years introducing my tarot reading to my market of coaches and change 

makers, and I’ve found the exact ways to offer a tarot reading that my ideal 

potential clients will snap up quickly, and how to use it to convert those having a 

one hour reading into high paying long term coaching clients. 



There’s a way to use your tarot reading skills to create a consistent stream of leads 

to your coaching business, and to attract an abundance of loyal clients. 

Yes you can come out of your Spiritual closet without turning off your target market. 

I’d love to show you how with Big Sexy Business Magic 

Join my in person program for Coaches wanting to turn their intuitive skills and 

tarot alignment into a Super Client Attractor for More Business Abundance.

It’s an 8 week group program where you’ll:

 Learn the simple method to reading and interpretating the tarot so you can 

throw your guidebook away and look like a real professional

 Add an extra tool to your coaching service. 

 Gain greater insights for your clients that will have them sticking with you for 

more of your brilliance 

 Use it as a tool for in depth coaching to bring your clients to seeing deeper, and 

to go where they haven’t been able to go before



 Learn how to offer your tarot intuitive skills to attract more coaching clients into 

your programs. 

 Use your intuitive skill commercially to create more financial confidence and 

abundance for yourself. 

I wanted to make it very simple and easy for you to be able to align your intuitive 

skills with the tarot, in a way that creates more financial abundance for your 

coaching business. 

Rather than thinking you’ll turn away clients if you introduce your magic and 

spiritual talents, I will show you how it can ENHANCE your coaching business with 

more leads, clients and financial abundance. 

In 8 weeks of  Big Sexy Business Magic you’ll be able to master: 

 The minor and major arcana through my simple and easy to remember method 

for reading the tarot cards so you never have to refer to the guidebook in front of 

clients. 

 Business spreads you can use for particular questions and situations

 Using your tarot reading skills commercially and as a lead in offer to bigger 

services to attract and receive more clients. 



 How to get better results for and from your clients because of the special 

insights you receive for your clients.

 Tapping into your very special intuitive skills to create greater abundance with 

more clients and income for your coaching business. 

You’ll also get no judgment practice sessions with other participants to develop your 

skills. You’ll all be in this together helping one another out. 

If this sounds like fun soul work with a big benefit (client growth for your coaching 

business) then join me for the next round of Big Sexy Business Magic. The fun 

program that’s going to turn you into a Super Client Attractor with your Tarot.  

$798 for the entire program. 

If you’d like to take part in Big Sexy Business Magic then book a conversation with 

me here and we’ll get you in:  

https://vanessatalbotprofilebuilder.as.me/letstalkprofile

This is going to be a fun way of increasing loyal clients to your coaching business. 

Lets do this!! 

Vanessa T xxx 

https://vanessatalbotprofilebuilder.as.me/letstalkprofile


Hi, I’m Vanessa. I’m the goddess of Radiant 

Influence for coaches & change makers and I will 

keep you on the right path to getting known and 

attracting more clients …….  Really getting 

known. 

One of my favourite creations is my popular 

Facebook group Coaches, Change Makers: Step 

into the Spotlight. You’ll find me in there a lot 

mixing it up with the many other high vibe 

coaches and change makers who have big plans. 

Come join us by requesting to join today. 

I’ve personally coached top writers and authors, Olympic athletes and a celebrity or 

two. 

I’m best known as a strategist who will infuse the right individual paths for you to 

build your very own thriving coaching business, and get your message and life 

transforming work out to more people. You’ll become a lighthouse for those who need 

you most. I call it Radiance and Influence. 



People are often astounded when they first meet me at how shy and reserved I am, 

because they think only extroverts can build large followings. It’s not true. I’m a shy 

country girl who is happiest on my property with my horses and kangaroos, so if I can 

Step out into the Spotlight, so can you.

Best of all, I’ve been able to achieve results in a way that has enabled me to live a 

balanced value based lifestyle between my business and my other passions; wildlife 

caring, animals and my family. I’m living MY Truth and you can too.

Part of  MY Truth, and ine of my special little not-so-secrets to how I set my coaching 

clients up with the right messaging, markets, presence, look, and strategies to have 

their market pay attention, is that I access some very special insights and guidance. 

This comes to me through my Tarot deck. 

Whether it’s the Universe talking to me, my Higher Self, or Spirit Guides or simply 

my Intuition, I know that the Tarot cards allow me to see for each coach client, what 

my eyes and mind don’t always see. It’s special insider guidance from a higher power 

that helps me to help my coaching clients build the coaching presence and business 

they dream of. 



I’ve been reading the Tarot cards for around 35 years, and have been able to turn 

what was a hobby, into a professional ability that I’ve been able to use to make more 

income, create more clients, and lead into larger coaching packages. The unique and 

true information that the Tarot delivers, builds a deeper trust in my abilities which 

has those that have a tarot reading with me, signing on for my coaching packages in 

droves. It’s that wisdom that comes through the Tarot, and that absolute belief I have 

in what I’m delivering and what each client can become because of what the Tarot has 

revealed to us, that has many become long term clients. 

I may be a considered a brilliant strategist for coaches to get known, build a following 

and attract more clients. My experience, longevity, solid reputation in the industry, 

and a lot of very happy coach clients has given me that, yet I also have my intuitive 

abilities and the Tarot to thank for it also. 

Where I may have doubted the information I was delivering, my Tarot confirmed if we 

were on the right path. 

If I was struggling to find that special angle for a coach to stand out from the crowd 

with, my Tarot gave us the answers. 

When I am overrun with ideas, offers and requests, my Tarot show me where to focus 

my energies for the best of us all involved. 



My business is abundance and magic, because of my unapologetic trust in Intuition 

and my Tarot. 

It’s time for you to step into that Trust and Belief in your special abilities too.

So you can step unapologetically into True You, and use those special abilities in your 

coaching business to attract the right people to you, I’ve created Big Sexy Business 

Magic to share the best of my insights and knowledge with you — on how to use your 

secret weapon (your deeply intuitive skills)  to magnetize long term paying clients to 

you.  You’ll learn all the goodness of the Tarot, and how to use your alignment to 

create your own path to higher vibe clients who truly get you and you them, while 

avoiding most of the troubles and setbacks most experience when attempting to use 

their spiritual gifts in a modern coaching business. You’ll learn how to replicate 

incredible results for yourself and take your coaching and change making business in 

the direction you’ve always wanted to take it!!

If you’d like to take part in Big Sexy Business Magic then book a conversation with 

me here and we’ll get you in:  

https://vanessatalbotprofilebuilder.as.me/letstalkprofile

https://vanessatalbotprofilebuilder.as.me/letstalkprofile
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